
 

 

1 tudaBirds plan to disrupt the world of play2earn: what needs to change? 

 

In short, we feel that it is broken – maybe it was broken from the start … and that view is not 

ours alone. From players to investors to the rest of the world, p2e is starting to be viewed as 

dishonest and unfair to the players – and with diminishing returns.  

 

In other cases, the problems are related to the lack of access to NFTs as projects succeed 

and the floor prices rise or the token prices increase.  

Recent articles across the web have even termed some games as "sweatshops" where 

players either invest for the promise of earnings or share 50% and more of their earnings 

with landlords and guilds / the so-called GuildFi model via "scholarships" (and, by the way, 

many Guilds are really just a collective form of Landlords).  

 

While we have no issue with anyone using the tools at hand to earn, tudaBirds feels that 

some of this is the opposite of the promises of both defi and Web3 democratization and 

inclusivity. BUT our model was designed from the ground up to deliver inclusivity while 

minimizing or solving such problems. Defi and Web3 are about inclusivity: we earn when our 

users earn! 

 

Our nonfungible Bird NFTs are at the heart of the metaNest – and holding one will deliver 

increased value to all users and players.. but our approach to inclusivity lets you get started 

without – and earn your way up (and maybe even win one along the way!). That said, buying 

an NFT at the entry point of our Mint event next month is a great first step. 

 

You can apply for our whitelist at https://metanest.tudabirds.io/nft-whitelist/  

 

And we want to work with other projects including those we are sharing this AMA with, 

CorgiNFT Game & KSANA – and I invite those teams to reach out to us and see how we can 

collaborate: we look to cross-enable NFTs to have access to metaNest features & vice versa 

and deliver real value across each other’s communities. 

 

 

2 What are tudaBirds doing to effect these changes? 

Like some other great projects out there, we are changing the way things look - and the 

labels. tudaBirds is a play AND earn model, with much more to come as we built out the 

metaNest.  

 

To start with, you can earn by winning, so there is a skills requirement there – but as we 

build we will be offering 100+ games of all sorts – not just for the gamer crowd – to play, 

compete, win, wager and earn on all of your favourite types of games. And note that the 

wagering element is ALWAYS player v player: the metaNest never wins when a player 

loses!  

Beyond that, there are four basic points to make: 

 

a. We have a free start play to earn approach (more on that will follow below) 



 

b. We have in-built inclusivity with our two-tier approach to NFTs within the metaNest. The 

lower-priced Pioneer collection ensures access to extended capabilities – but of course the 

Evolution collection bestows additional value and access to holders.  

We suspect that our initial, First Edition collections of unique Pioneer and Evolution NFBs 

will always be the main value gainers in the NFT trading, but we also intend to ensure that, 

as our user base grows, so will access and availability to future collections grow: the target is 

to maximize our user base which we will do by maximizing access of functions and features 

to all. 

 

 

 

c. We offer multiple routes for earning that go beyond playing and winning: Promoting to 

earn is currently in play with our first two games - Plus: our Token holders share 66% of the 

revenues retained in the metaNest & NFT holders share 66% of after-market NFT trading 

royalties.  

 

tudaBirds offer ground-floor opportunities to allow users to help us scale up our 

communities: their big win will be token holdings and First Edition NFTs – and related 

earnings – as we progress – but never at the expense of new players who enter the 

metaNest. 

 

d. We are building a player/earner focused Guild in our Discord server: open to NFT holders 

of both tiers, this will be a place for players to discuss, suggest and guide the business to 

ensure that we stay aware of and on track with the needs of players. It will be like a mini-

DAO allowing tudaBirds to keep aware of the challenges our users are facing and learn from 

their suggestions as to how to meet them and move forward. 

 

 

 

 

3 Is there still room for Guilds and Landlords in this new approach? 

Yes, within realms of fair play, which is a critical phrase in describing our model. We don’t 

feel that Guild and Landlords are bad .. but some have given others a bad name in recent 

years. We want to help fix that and make certain that our win-win philosophy applies for all. 

 

We are defined entirely as a win-win model. Our revenues will be derived from an increasing 

user base and our users will be rewarded for making that happen. Those users of course 

include Landlords and Guilds 

 

tudaBirds Virtual Game Rooms also offer a financial vehicle in which investors like Guilds 

and Landlords will be able to operate. There are flexible thresholds on the earnings that 

Virtual Game Rooms will provide but with a large set of rooms to be available we are 

confident that the market value of user participation will ensure that the more equitable offers 

will gain more users – and hence greater returns to these investors –  

 

Additionally, with tech provided by our partners at IQProtocol enabling the renting and 

revenue share of NFTs in the metaNest, tudaBirds will enable Guilds, Landlords and Players 



to earn a fair play fee and enable more players to reach the higher levels of rewards and 

earnings. 

 

Virtual Game Rooms are where every single game, tournament and challenge is held – and 

operators automatically reward users for promotional support. Going forward, LandLords and 

Guilds will be able to create their own communities within the metaNest and provide earning 

opportunities for users to moderate and promote their activities within the world of tudaBirds 

 

 

 

 

 

4 How does free-start play and earn work & what is learn to earn? 

Users can create a free account at Go to https://accounts.tudabirds.io with a secure web3 

wallet-connected user registration: you automatically are rewarded Free Play Green Gems in 

your internal wallet  

 

Then, use the ID from your referral to earn more from every single invitee who join and uses 

your referral codes (we are currently even offering direct NFT giveaways for inviting players 

who join our weekly birdTris tournaments) 

 

Green Gems allow practice – where beating the Bot earns Red Gems (which are the 

equivalent of our BURD token. When you play against a Red Gem holder, you win Red 

Gems.  

And every day that you show up and play you win an increasing amount of Green Gems for 

on-going play. 

 

We will also be offering an awesome Promote2Earn opportunity - with 5-10% affiliate fees 

direct to users wallets - when we open our NFT Mint next month! 

 

Learn to earn comes into play as we move forward: our broad set of games will each grow 

their own communities and users will have the opportunity to moderate and promote these 

communities – directly in the metaNest and working with Landlords and Guilds.The 

community members and owners will rate and score these moderators – who work for a 

percentage of the earnings – these activities and these ratings will provide them with real-life 

skills to apply both across the metaNest and to fill the ever-increasing needs of the crypto 

sector for such resources.  

 

You can’t put Axies on your CV but you can convert community moderation and successful 

promotion skills to real-world use! 

 

We have a broad set of additional earning plans that will come into play in the next phase of 

the metaNest including direct trading and even NFT creation by our users. 

 

5 What are the utilities and functions of the tudaBirds multichain NFT collections? 

First, we offer non-fungible Birds, not just NFTs.  

 

https://accounts.tudabirds.io/


Everything is laid out at https://metanest.tudabirds.io but the basics are free signup as stated 

above & no requirement to hold an NFT of either tier. NFT holders gain additional privileges 

including Private community membership and qualification for NFT asset drops, discounted 

(and free) tournament tickets and more (as we go forward).  

 

Users will need to hold either a Pioneer or Evolution collection NFB to qualify for additional 

earning opportunities – but we intend to keep an on-going fair-floor entry level for Pioneer 

NFTs 

 

Holders of our Evolution Collection NFBs will receive additional value ranging from pre-

qualification for tournament early rounds as well as additional in-game drops and increased 

winnings and membership in our Virtual-Reality Bird Capes Flight Club Focus Community as 

well as early-access to new games and extended metaNest features. 

 

Future plans extend to include earning opportunities for community & fair-play games 

moderation as well as opportunities for creators to both evolve and build NFTs 

 

While you are at the websites do check out our flagship game – the Bird Capes Flight Club – 

and our broad sampler set of in-game 3D NFT assets that will come into play! 

 

6 Why are tudaBirds recommending BitKeep as their wallet of choice? 

To start with, we are impressed with the tech and the multichain approach of BitKeep, and 

their wallet provides great access to NFT Holders. Combining that with their NFT 

marketplace and their non-US / non-EU positioning, we feel that BitKeep delivers the 

security that our users need, on multiple levels. 

 

7 What are the expectations and plans for this collaboration? 

Simply put, we want to get in front of the BitKeep user base to deliver the extreme inclusivity 

of our play and earn model to the people who need it the most – and ensure that they get 

the maximum value from it.  

For our part we intend to push BitKeep to our current and growing western and Chinese user 

communities and our targets in Africa and Latin America. 

We feel that a non-US based non-custodial wallet offers the best of both access and security 

to users as well as providing a stepping stone via centralized markets: BitKeep remains a 

key part of our growth strategy and we intend to extend and strengthen the value that we 

add to each other. 

We also bring a solid benefit to all users of all languages: Our AWESOME immersive 

website at https://vr.tudabirds.io brings a true metaverse experience to all users – including 

direct user-to-user voice and video comms but ALSO a live chat mechanism with real-time 

multi-language translation… so, for a large set of languages, you can converse directly with 

each other without language getting in the way! 

 

tudaBirds, tudaMoon .. and beyond! 

 

https://metanest.tudabirds.io/
https://vr.tudabirds.io/

